HPDE SCHOOL TECHNICAL INSPECTION FORM
EVENT DATE___________TRACK__ ________PRETECH
DRIVER-1____________

_

TRACK TECH______

_________DRIVER-2___ _ ___

_______________

CARMAKE___________MODEL_________YEAR____ ______CAR NUMBER__

__

INSTRUCTIONS (Read Carefully):
Prior to bringing your car to the track or HPDE, tech station, inspect each item on the car as listed. Consult a tech
inspector if there are any questions. Have the top of the form completed prior to going to the inspector. Making sure your
car is track ready is your responsibility.
WHEELS & TIRES
__________condition of tire
__________all lug nuts present & tight
__________no hubcaps or beauty rings

SAFTY EQUIPMENT
__________roll bars in open cars
__________seat belts or harness
__________helmet (2005 Snell or newer, SA or SM)
__________covered battery inside cockpit
__________cotton long sleeve shirt and pants

STEERING & SUSPENSION
__________wheel bearing-front
__________wheel bearing-rear
__________steering play

__________all leather upper shoes
__________appropriate driving gloves (do not have to
be Fireproof)

ENGINE
__________fluid leaks (oil,fuel,water)
__________radiator overflow
__________radiator hoses (condition)
__________battery secured (no bungees
__________battery terminal covered

MISCELLANEOUS
__________gas cap secured
__________no wires exposed
__________seat bolted tight
__________front tow hook or strap attached

BRAKES
__________pedal pressure
__________fluid level
__________lines (condition)
__________brake lights
HAVE READY AT TRACK:
-Affix numbers on both sides of car at least 10 inches tall of a contrasting color
-No loose objects in car or trunk. Remove spare tire, jack, floor mats, dash mats, paper, etc.
-Tech/group sticker placed on top center of windshield
-A Nomex type driver’s suit is highly recommended
I have inspected the above items for this vehicle and take full responsibility for its condition on the track.
OWNER SIGNATURE__________________________________DATE_____________________
The undersigned hereby understands and agrees that the inspection of the above automobile is in no way intended to be
a certification, representation, or guarantee of any kind by the inspector that said automobile is fit or safe to drive, and that
the technical inspection does not imply any liability on the part of the Tech Inspector(s) or RMVR
INSPECTOR NAME____________________________________DATE______________________
Inspector’s comments (list any violations)__________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
INSPECTOR: PLEASE DO NOT SIGN UNTIL ALL VIOLATIONS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED
Rev:2022

